Development of Regional Crop Simulation Modeling for Jasmine under the Purview of Climate Change: A Perspective from Tamil Nadu, India

Abstract
It is a widely accepted fact that global warming and climate change may pose serious threats to food and livelihood securities. However, knowledge on the current impacts of climatic changes on floriculture is very limited. This paper tries to divert the attention of crop physiologists and crop simulation modelers the need and scope of research in simulation studies to understand climate change impacts on a tropical flower crops like Jasmine Jasminum sambac (Gundumalli/MaduraiMalli), Jasminum auriculatum (Mulai) and J. grandiflorum (Jathimalli/Pitchi) which is of great economic, social, religious and aesthetic value.
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Introduction
There are mounting concerns and evidences about climate change impacts on agriculture sector in general and on flowering plants in particular. There is also growing recognition that some degree of climate change impacts are now inexorable and almost all regions, sectors, and people are prone to climate change impacts to varying degrees [1,2]. Over the period 1951-2012, global mean surface temperature increased approximately by 0.12 °C per decade Although there will be advantages in some plant growth in some regions of the world, especially in higher latitudes, the overall impact of climate change on agriculture are expected to be negative, threatening global food and livelihood security [3]. Real time experiments are conducted to understand the phenological disturbances in plants due to climate change. The strong negative impacts due to warming that limit plant growth, metabolism, and productivity worldwide have been reported by various researchers. As far as India is concerned, around 49% of our labor force is still depended on agriculture and allied sector for their livelihood and climate plays a crucial role as about 55-60 per cent of the area sown is still rain-fed. Flowering plants like jasmine play an important role in the economical and livelihood space of rural and urban India, especially a state like Tamil Nadu [4]. Jasmine is one of the oldest fragrant flowers cultivated in India especially in many places in Tamil Nadu. India has made noticeable advance in the production of flowers, particularly cut flowers, which have a good potential for export. Floriculture is a fast emerging and highly competitive industry in our country. Jasmine is cultivated tropical and warm temperate regions and cultivated in France, Italy, China, Japan, India, Morocco and Egypt. It has emerged as a lucrative profession with the much higher potential for returns compared to other agri-horticultural crops. Flowers are an integral part of social and cultural identity of south India. In the past, flowers were not of much economic, social, religious and aesthetic importance. Synchronization of flowering to peak market price is crucial in flower farming. Tamil Nadu is the leading producer of jasmine in the country with an annual production of 1, 20, 750 tons from a cultivated area of 15581 hectares with an average productivity of 10 MT/Ha in 2011-12 [5]. The major varieties cultivated in the state are Jasminum sambac (Gundumalli/MaduraiMalli), Jasminum auriculatum (Mulai) and J. grandiflorum (Jathimalli/Pitchi), J. multiflorum, J. flexile, J. rigidum, J. humile, J. primulinum etc. The flowers harvested in the state are exported to neighboring countries like Sri Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia and the Middle East. The major Jasmine cultivating districts of Tamil Nadu are Madurai, Dindigul, Salem, Tirunelveli, Virudhunagar and Trichy. Jasmine flowers are native to India and China.

This state has a promising position as it stands second in the area under flower cultivation in entire India. Jasmine flowers are used for various purposes viz. making garlands, bouquet, decorating hair of women, religious offering etc. Jasmine is also known as the “Queen of the Night”, because of its heady fragrance. It is also used for production of jasmine concrete which is used in cosmetic and perfumery industries. More than 80 Jasmine species are found in India, of which only three species are used for commercial cultivation[6].The first two species are mainly cultivated for selling as fresh flowers whereas the last one is cultivated for concrete extraction. Jasmine flower cultivation has huge potential to create employment for women. The farmers who were into jasmine cultivation were found to be comparatively less stressed out of the external factors. As it’s a perennial crop, it did not require frequent land preparations. Unlike other crops, jasmine requires irrigation one in 2 weeks. In this scenario of weather aberrations and climate changes it’s a pleasing fact that the Jasmimes may be irrigated only at the interval of 15 days. The adverse climate during winter was a major constraint in jasmine
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production as flower bud development was flower opening was a serious issue. To overcome this loss, farmers opt for intercropping with short duration varieties of pulses and millets and oilseeds etc during winter (Figure 1). Higher temperature exposure beyond the threshold level eventually affects the quality and quantity of yields of desirable crops while weeds infest and pest gets proliferated. Crop simulation models are the best available methods to quantify such impacts and for evaluating the vulnerability [7]. At present, there is a variety of Crop Simulation Models (CSM) available around the world such as Decision Support System for Agro-technology Transfer (DSSAT), ECOCROP, CROP SYST, APSIM, CERES, LINTUL, PEGASUS, INFOCROP etc. However except DSSAT (sunflower sub model), none of these models have focused on floriculture crops. Crop yield impact assessment using crop simulation model involves various processes. The critical data inputs for running the simulations are daily weather, soil parameters and crop management details [8,9].

Winter season (December to February) is a dormant season for flower crops especially Jasmine. The farmer requires polyhouses for getting sustained income and flower production.

Literature reviews shows that much of this research has addressed the consequences of warming for and distributional shifts in plants. In contrast, relatively little is known about the physiological responses of perennial plants and insect pollinators to climate warming and, in particular, how these responses might affect plant-pollinator interaction networks and flower yield directly or indirectly in a changing climatic condition. Crop simulation modelers should look into the multi throttled mutualistic interactions happens among pollinators, flowers, and climate and incorporates it in scope of the modeling processes. This approach should lead to a new urge in crop simulation research overcoming the limiting scope for simulating pollinator and flower interactions in flower crop especially on the plant responses to which include altered flower, nectar, and pollen production, could modify floral resource availability and reproductive output of pollinating insects. The production of floral scent, nectar, and pollen can also be affected by temperature.

Conclusion

Understanding the local changes with respect to climate necessitates better adaptation and future management especially for the vulnerable low lying coastal areas in the developing countries who has 50% of its workforce engaged in agriculture. It is the responsibility of the scientific community to disseminate the climate change knowledge through a Top down approach method, will help all the stakeholders including decision makers in furthering researches and policy formulations. Acquiring local level authentic information on future plausible climate change and its impacts on flower productivity will facilitate implementing site specific adaptation options in this sector.
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